February 21, 2014 - the overthrow of the monument to Lenin in Illintsi as a mass action in Ukraine (reaction to events in Kyiv on Maidan 2013-14).

March 2014 - chairman of NGO “Illintsi - nashe misto” submitted the proposal to demolish monument basement and develop the project of improvement of the square.

18th of April 2014 - official resolution about developing the project of improvement of the square and community involvement into a process. Two project were submitted (from vinnysia project organization and from Illintsi architect). In total, 851 people participated in the voting.

March 2016 - City council contacted to the author with a proposal to continue project development. Final project was based at the competition of ideas among architects in ARCHICLUB/Vinnysia.

October 2016 - project documentation is finished.

June 2017 - construction work started.

13th of August 2017 - City Day celebration, official festive square opening.

Central city square is formed by the crossing of two pedestrian streets is large-scaled through the city is not big. One of the tasks of the project is preserving this impression of scale of all the city square but turning the space into “softer” to look at and stay in. The project preserves the key value of the area - large open one with mixed use (mainly pedestrian and cycling) in the heart of Illintsi city.

At the same time garden square was created. New garden square is not isolated spatially, it is structurally included into the common area and serves as a connecting element for the square plot and the alley on the adjacent street. Comfortable transit and possibility of leisure are provided by modern laconic design which creates open space, landscaping, seating places.